Our global Pharmaceutical & Biotech market intelligence helps to navigate beyond the industry’s infamous non-disclosure barriers, via our online database platform. Covering all aspects of product development and manufacture, skilled research teams across the globe work to gather accurate and comprehensive plant and project data, all the while expanding deeper into new regions.

Plant records contain key site contacts, physical location, product or purpose, ownership and other features. Reports are filled with valuable intel, featuring total investment value, key contacts/decision makers, comprehensive scope and schedule including equipment needs, as well as ownership and vendor information.

**GEOSPATIAL ANALYSIS SOLUTIONS**
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**KEY ACCOUNT LOCATOR (KAL)**

The KAL gives current PECWeb subscribers the ability to visualize all assets owned by an Ultimate Parent or Plant Owner company and navigate to a geo-spatial tool to identify and focus on specific targets.

![Ability to Search & Display the Assets of More Than One Owner or Parent Company at a Time.](image3.png)
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HISTORICAL SPEND & FALLOUT ANALYSIS

North America Industrial Spending - March 2017
Active Project Value is $481.48 Billion - 12.3% Compared to March 2016
Year Over Year Change (2010 - 2017)

Spending by Region Year Over Year

North American Industrial Market Spending Summary
Gap Measurement Analysis

Spending Gap Analysis of Planned versus Actual Activity

INTERACTIVE WIDGETS & SAVED INQUIRIES

TIV (USD) by Country
Top 15 values

Project Count by AFE Date
Top 10 values
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